Prefabricated Homes VS Manufactured Homes
Here The difference between prefabricated homes and
manufactured homes:
When it comes to different kinds of houses, there can be confusions with regard to what kind
must be built. We're here to give you clarity with regard to manufactured and prefab homes.

Also Read: How To Build Shipping Container Homes in Very Less Price
Prefabricated homes:
Prefabricated homes or houses are casually called prefab homes. When it comes to prefab
homes, most of the work is don off site, preventing pollution to a great extent. When it comes to
prefab building, there are several homes which come under it wooden homes, container homes,
prefab cottages and more! It's cheaper to build these homes as there's no wastage of materials,
there's not much labor cost and time consumed. Above all, prefab building take care of
everything the plumbing, attachment of cabinets, sinks and more everything is done by your
prefab home builder. They have their own reasons like the connections may have to be done prior
to the set up. This implies less money being spent from your wallet!

Manufactured homes are also built off site no construction takes place on site. They mostly
build steel structures homes, steel frames which are shipped on their wheels. Also, these homes
don't age very soon and are open to any maintenance problems and are considered to be like a
house arrest sort of a scenario if you plan on living in it!
The difference:

Building codes Prefabricated homes have to go through multiple quality checks before they're
open for their customers to live in. On the other hand, manufactured homes have a very lenient
HUD checks, which cannot be trusted much
Building limitations:
Prefab building is very diverse, creative, customizable to any extent. However, manufactured
homes have not developed too that extent they're still limited, stuck with the basics
Appearance:
Prefab homes concentrate on styling with sustainability, biggest example being wooden homes!
They're lovely to look at and eco friendly too. Manufactured homes haven't even reached close
to that
Quality:
FEMA says that prefab homes stand very well in extreme weather conditions. Manufactured
homes are built with factory precision using 25% extra material in comparison to prefab homes
To be honest, prefabricated houses are just the right homes to be built in today's time they're
eco friendly, unique and customizable homes with a lot more within it. What more do you need?
Above all, they are affordable homes, saving a lot of space to build more prefabricated homes in
Bangalore and other cities in India.
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